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Now here they are in our Club. We thought that, if products are well made and if they obtain an exact goal, it is
a pure nonsense to be critic against them just because they come from China. So, after we tested them, we
decided to offer Xindak XLR cables and Power Conditioners to our readers and subscribers.

Cables and Accessories
I am presenting you some very interesting components: I'm sure that, by adopting them, many audiophiles will
easily solve the calibration of their audio systems at a very cheap price.
We are reviewing two models of XLR balanced signal cables (rare in the sea of signal cables) and two models of
special Power Conditioners: they are special because, in addition to the power filters, they also provide you a
set of useful sockets in a single box.

XINDAK BC-01
The first thing that surprised me touching this cable is the quality of achievement: well finished, flexible and
with medium section (therefore easily manageable) it uses good components.
The connectors, for example, are XLR coming from Swiss. Flexibility is assured by a layer of soft PVC coated
nylon.
The basic material of internal conductor is the American Straight Wire with the two poles protected against
electromagnetic interference from a screen of a plot thick copper.
The most interesting thing about this product, however, is that, as often happens to products coming from the
Chinese market, its price is absolutely competitive, or even surprisingly low.
AUDITION NOTES
Xindak BC-01 is an audio cable that has a precise sonic setting, made of brushed tints that are offered to you
into a dense brush stroke. Tones are not a ¡°chiaroscuro¡±: so, using this cable, the user who needs to soften
his too much enlightened audio system will find the solution.
The Xindak BC-01 cannot be defined "open", as well as this term is considered by audiophiles, while its velvet
aura will be more appreciated by fans of thick and warm sound.
These pleasant features cause a perceptible granularity level that slows a little flowing of dynamic.
However, if your system is assembled using a solid-state amplification and sources that are particularly dry
and fast, then the Xindak BC-01 will be a true cure for it.
All these features are offered at an astounding price. I cannot know all the cables of the world, but I am sure
that I never was able before to found a product with all these positive features at this price!

XINDAK FA-GOLD B
The higher cost of more than eight times compared to the previous reviewed cable is justified by a more
refined manufacture and components with an highest level of quality.
The internal conductor is made of a special alloy of gold (5%) and silver 4N (95%) induced by a particular
fusion process in an inert atmosphere.
Both poles (positive and negative) use a silver alloy, gold and monocrystalline copper with purity 5N. A screen
made using an OFC copper protects the signal from outside interferences.
The FA-Gold B adopts an insulating coating made with a plot in double spiral, while the exterior is made using
a PVC protected by a layer of nylon.
Two elements made in wood reinforce the damping effect. This cable is terminated with XLR connectors by
Furutech.
Like all cables made using a conductor in laminar structure, here you have a definite reduction of impedance
and of ¡°skin effect¡±.
In addition, thanks to low inductance due to the Silver Foil structure, the distortion of phase is practically
nothing.
AUDITION NOTES
Although it adopts a different manufacture compared to the previous one, It has a similar
Characterization in sound setup, but some other differences are immediately obvious.
First, the granularity level feeling is smaller, demonstrating a superior sonic refinement.
This produces an easier flow signal, giving you a better sense of dynamic agility.
The timbre has similar to BC-01, in which the balance between the three frequency ranges prefers the low
average range. Again sonic colours have turned to amber hues and dense thick, so are still valid the
considerations I already made about previous reviewed product.
Obviously the higher sophistication level of FA-GOLD B than BC-01 leads it to a greater feeling airiness and this
help to obtain an accurate reconstruction of the acoustic scene.

XINDAK XF-500 E Power Conditioner
This component shows a building that leaves no cause for criticism. Internal components are high quality and
we haven't found any issue.
Xindak XF-500E is very well made and finished and it is pleasant to see and use. Its goal is to clean up the
power supplying the equipment against pollution of the power network.
The filtering system is multilevel and two-way and it is realized through the use of capacitors and inductors of
very good quality. The effect over the sound has to be evaluated on a case by case basis.
This product comes also with a comfortable feature: in fact it has 4 Schuko sockets, and it can also be
considered like a useful power strip. So all components of your listening chain can be connected to Xindak XF500E and they will receive a filtered and cleaned power.
In addition Xindak XF-500E comes with a power cord.
XINDAK XF-1000 ES Power Conditioner
Considering from a technical point of view, this product is more sophisticated compared to the previous
reviewed model XF-500E. It shows a wonderful look and it has a very good robustness and provides a feeling
of a good manufacture.
It is equipped with a back-lit voltmeter that shows power output's voltage.
Like Xindak XF-500E, also Xindak XF-1000ES adopts a multilevel and bidirectional power filtering system that
uses high quality capacitors and inductors: the result is a tangible reduction of the negative effects caused by
pollution present into domestic wall's outlets.
There is also the possibility of adjusting the electrical phase using a switch on the back.
The XF-1000 offers 8 Schuko and it is a big power strip that allows the connection of many components.
In addition Xindak XF-1000ES comes with a power cord.

